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MALCOLM PROGRAMS RAISE
questions, build unity

Febmary 21 marked the fifteenth anniver
sary of the death of Malcolm X. In com
memoration the Revolutionary Student Brigade
in New York and New Jersey sponsored pro
grams about his life. - ^
In total, the programs attracted several

hundred students, predominantly Black.

H  speakerand a short film, foUowed by a lot of live
ly discussion that raised Important ques-
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when what he wanted was a Black revolu

tion?" One student, best answered this
question, saying, "Sure Malcolm was a

nationalist, and he was mainly concerned
with the struggles of Black people. But he
went to Africa and the Arab countries, and
he checked out the revolutions in China,
Vietnam-, and itorea. And he concluded that

he wanted not just a Black revolution that

would kick out one set of exploiters for a
set with a different color. He wanted rev- '

oiution that was aimed at the system - at
imperialism, not some abstract 'white dev-

-  il.' That's why he quit the Muslims, be
cause they weren't into revolution against
the system. Malcolm might never have
defined himself as a Marxist, but he was in
the forefront of the battle, standing up and
putting out the call for revolution against
the capitalists as the road to Black libera- -*

tlon."

Closely related to this, another person
questioned whether racism and discrimina

tion were " caused by the government or by
individual racists." The Brigade speaker
brought out the close connection between

racism and capitalism. It was pointed out
that the capitalists need racism. They use
it to drive down and keep down all national
minorities, especially Blacks. Th^ need
it to^ super-exploit Blacks and strengthen
their grip on the whole system, by forcing
Blacks into the worst jobs, worst neighbor
hoods, and the worst schools. And they al
so use it to divide whites and Blacks and

get us fighting each other instead of the

real enemy. Malcolm brought out the con
nection well when he said, "You can't have

capitalism without racism,"

At Queens Colleg.e the discussion cen- -

tered In on the problegis of building the
movement of Black people today. Some peo

ple questioned how relevant Malcolm's

life and words are for today, especially

since the big upsurge of rebellion in the \

'60's doesn't exist today. One person
said, "We have to get back to our commun

ities and speak to the peoples', needs.
Things are at too low a level to talk about

taking on the whole system," Another

student shot back, "I don't know if we-can

totally defeat the system, but we definitely

got to fight the crap ̂ ey've been trying to
cram down our throats. Especially this

Bakke Decision. If it passes it means the

government is saying that Black people are

nothing but second-class citizens. Like

Malcolm said, we don't fight the system
^ because we're agressive or violent people

BAKKE DEBATE
BILLED AS
PRIZEFIGHT,
YS.A. TAKES
A FALL

It was billed as a confrontation, .It had
the atmosphere of a prize fight. It was a
debate on the Bakke Decision between

Avid Nelson, spokesmen for the night rid
ing South Boston Marshalls, a glib Boston
radio personality, who is turning the contro
versy over Boston busing into a launching
pad for his political career, and a spokes
man for the National Student Coalition

Against Racism, front for the Young Social
ist Alliance,

Three hundred students turned out at the

University of Massachusetts - Boston cam
pus to see and participate in the confronta-

by nature, we do it because building the
power of the people Is the only thing they'll
understand." Another person recalled Mal

colm's words that "The oppressor always
point out to the oppressed, 'The odds are

against you,' The people of China grew

tired of their oppressors and the people rose

up against their oppressors. It was easy
to say that the odds were against them, but
eleven of them started out., .they would
have been told back then that the odds were

against them."
A focal point of some of the discussion

was, "Which road to Black liberation?"

Pan-Africanism was put forward by a few

people as the ideology that "Black people
must unite behind" before building struggle

in the U.S« They said the key thing for
Black peoplp is uniting behind the "African
revolution," because Blacks in the U.S.

"are African people, " ^
This sparked a lot of controversy over

exactly how to support the revolution in
Africa and^how to get the oppressors off

the peoples' necks here in the U.S. and
whether or not the Pan Africanists are right

in saying there's no struggle to be waged
In the U.S. Blacks in this country did
originally come from Africa, but since then
have been welded together as a nation,

and also are now an integral part ofjhe U.S.

working class. To limit the struggle to sim

ply supporting revolutions in Africa lets the
imperialists off the hook. It lets the Klan,

the ghettoes, the Bakkes, and everything
vicious about their rule over us go unop-
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tion. Many of the antl-Bakke forces on
campus were there, a number of white stu

dents who had been taught to translate their

anger at busing into anger at minorities
werp there. And overall a great number of
other students who had not yet made up

their minds about this controversial court

case were there. As a prize fight it was a

disappointment, Avle Nelson's legs were

bound by the racist nature of his arguments

and his lackluster punches had the weak-

' ness of someone who knows their hypoc

risy. But the man in the anti-Bakke cor
ner, the YSA, had no science to his stra

tegy, threw his punches aimlessly without
target, and basically threw only the right.
The debate ended a draw, with most stu

dents leaving confused. Many of the un
committed students were white and were

confused as to whether taking a stand a-
galnst national oppression required aban
doning their own rights.
Avle Nelson ran the usual hackneyed

arguments. Quotas are a Violation of hu
man rights, he complained never once
speaking to the fact that this system by its

nature establishes quotas that limit the

number of minorities. Quotas if applied
universally would kick Blacks off the pro-
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»;essloi^l basketball teams he pointed out.
Demagogically fashioning himself as a
champion against racial oppression as he
promoted the time worn myth that Blacks
are only good for sportsjhe argued that to -
be let in on a quota is to lose self-respect
because it wouldn't be based on the indi
vidual's merits. He turned his back on
the feet that the talents and skills of mil
lions of Blacks and other minorities have
never been tapped or encouraged to devel
op and flourish. Finally, he fell back on
the usual pitch made by the opponents of
the Bakke decision, that special a:ffirma-
tive action programs are unfair to whites
and amount to reverse discrimination.,. The
feet of the matter is that there is no such
thing as reverse discrimination in a coun
try where Blacks and other minorities are

systematically discriminated against and
affirmative action is only a tiny step to
wards alleviating discriminaUon. All in
ail it was an ugly self-exposure.

Unfortunately the main antagonist to
Avie Nelson was the YSA. The YSA tries to

fashion themselves the champions of Black
rights and in so doing turn every issue
into a question of racism so that each leaf

let is indistinguishable from the past.
Their strategy, as well as the arguments,
never attack capitalism. Instead, it is a
struggle against undefined racism and an

onymous racists. All based on a cynical
belief that minority students and students
in general are incapable of understanding
the nature of the capitalist system, are
incapable of distinguishing friends from
enemies and can only be appealed to on
the basis of nationality. As a result, as
debaters against Bakke they are Ineffectual
and as pretended leaders of the anti-Bakke

struggle they are downright dangerous.
Several examples will help to highlight
the point.

At one point a girl stood up from the

audience and sadd that she came from South
Boston, was against Bakke, but had prob
lems winning her friends and family over,
even though the basis was there since they
lived in lousy projects "just like Black
people." The YSA's response was not to
unite with the fact that this women saw all

nationalities oppressed by capitalist rule
and on that basis join with the Black stu
dents in a just struggle. No, his response
was to say white people don't live at all

like Black people and you can't really sup
port the movement until you understand
that.

He argued that affirmative action was

key to there being more minority doctors.
And this was necessary because the lousy
health care in the South Bronx was the

fault of uncaring white doctors. Will min
ority doctors be more sympathetic to the
problems of ghetto communities? In many
cases, yes. But so will an important num

ber of white doctors. In fact many white
doctors have joined in the struggle to
oppose the Bakke Decision. Regardless,
why let capitalism off the hook. Lousy'
health care in the South Bronx is not pri
marily because of white doctors. But be

cause one city hospital was shut entirely
by the city and the other is working at only
half capacity. The lousy medical care in
the South Bronx is first and foremost the

result of the New York City budget cuts
and the feet that capitalism usually concen
trates its attacks against minorities.

But the YSAer could hardly be blamed for

failing to target the capitalist rulers in this
one case. He never mentioned it once as a

cause of national oppression. In the class

less world of the "^^A there are no bosses,
no capitalists, no administrators, no gov
ernment, only Black against white. This

was clear when he for the hundredth time

described those who run society as white
males. When the RSB called out, "What
about the capitalists?", this "Marxist"
responded, personnel directors are white

males, not capitalists. What became clear

l^ee/( Of AcMes Phnned
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Over the weekend of April 1-3, over 300
people gathered at Yale University for a
conference on the struggle in Southern Af
rica and the role of the University. At the
conference, a proposal was made and ad
opted, designating the week of April 14-21
a national week of protest against Univ
ersity Investments in Southern Africa. The
The struggle around divestments is swe

eping students all across the country into
motion. It is a way to take a stand on '
the side of the revolutionary movements
in Africa. It is a way to strike a blow a-
gainst our common enemy-U.S.Imperialism
The RSB will be planning activities in co
ordination with the national week of pro
test. Watch for our plans. Join .the stru
ggle . VICTORY TO THE PEOPLES OF

SOUTHERN AFRICA.

itnAA/D:

from both Avie Nelson and the YSA is that
in this world there is a tug of war between
different nationalities, and according to
them, the choice for students Is to line up
behind their "favorite" nationality.

White students are not organized on the

basis that the same forces that ruin their

lives are the cause of national oppression.
And that their Interest is in joining a com
mon struggle with students of other nation

alities to fight the common enemy - the
capitalist system. Instead, they should
move over and give minority students "a
piece of the action." This may attract
some, but will never win the masses of

white students to fight national oppression ,
Bakke or the capitalist system. Black and
other minority students are promised a move

ment just like the sixties that will afford

them equality under capitalism.

But most shameless is the feet that the

YSA champions Itself as a leader of the

struggle against national oppression, but in
fact only serves to prolong It. It prolongs it
by time and again misleading and misdirect

ing the movement. As socialists,'they
promise to target the cause of national op

pression but never do. Instead, the anger

and hatred of minorities Is never made con

scious and led against the enemy, Rather

than unleashing the full fury of the masses
of minorities against the rulers, the YSA
diffuses it Into support for endless "reform

politicians," new saviors and unending
gimmicks. Nevertheless, when the fury
explodes, the YSA can be found standing

in the front ranks of the police lines to

"keep things peaceful." The same YSA that
was demanding Federal troops out of the
mines a few weeks ago, was two years ago
demanding Federal troops into Roxbury.
As an overlay to this continuous treachery,

the YSA promises a movement just like the
sixties. We are hearing the swan song of
•a felterlng organization that saw its better

days in the sixties but has gone nowhere
since. Those better days weren't much bet

ter either. Those were the days the YSA

refused to link up the anti-war movement

with the raging Black Liberation Movement.

Those were the days when the YSA refused

to support the leading Black organization

at the time, the Black Panther Party , Those
WO" e the days the YSA refused to reveal

the face of the enemy behind the war, just
as they are doing today in the anti-Bakke
struggle. As a result we can expect the
YSA to mislead the struggle "just like they
did in the '60's."

This month as thousands of us head for

Washington to protest the tokke decision,
we can expect the YSA/NSGAR to dress up
as leaders of this movement. In fadt they
are some of the most backward forces in

it. In the struggle they refuse to target the

rulers and mobilize people to fight them.
As a result they lead those who follow them
disarmed as to the actual terms of the strug
gle. Allowed to influence our struggle, sec

tarianism will flourish as they drive thous
ands of white students who are potential

allies out of the movement. If the YSA stays
true to form we are confident the movement

will pass them by "much like the '60's."
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